


Special Jury Award: Acting Sundance C.I.C.A.E Award, Panorama Audience Award Berlin Best 
Screenplay RiverRun Best Director Valletta Audience Award World Cinema Amsterdam
It is the story of a rich Brazilian family and their housekeeper Val. The tranquil and orderly 
existence of a live-in housekeeper who’s humbly served a middle-class Brazilian family for over a 
decade is completely turned upside-down when her estranged daughter whom she has not seen for 
ten years, arrives in Sao Paulo to apply for university there. Compared with similar fare from the 
last year or so, The Second Mother stands out as one of the starkest and most striking portrayals 
of class conflict.

Best Director, Best Cinematography, Best Editing Italian National Syndicate of Film Journalists 
Audience Award Karlovy Vary
Paolo Sorrentino’s Youth comes as the follow-up to his Academy Award winning love letter to Rome, 
The Great Beauty, and this latter film is in itself a love letter to wasted time, missed opportunities 
and fleeing lovers. Rich in humour, Youth follows retired composer Fred, played by Michael Caine, 
on holiday with his film director friend Mick (Harvey Keitel). Premiering at Cannes, Youth is 
enhanced by a strong cast, which includes Rachel Weisz, Jane Fonda and Paul Dano.

the second mother que horas ela volta?
anna muylaert
brazil, 2015, dcp, 110’
portuguese; turkish subtitles

youth
paolo sorrentino
italy, france, uk, switzerland, 2015, dcp, 118’
english; turkish subtitles

November 28 - Saturday 14:15

November 29 - Sunday 21:15

WORLD CINEMA

paulina



Best Film Tuzla Best First Film Piran
Bosnia-Herzegovina’s Academy Awards entry, Our Everyday Life, is a story about everyday 
problems of a typical Sarajevo family today. “An entire generation of people who are now in their 
forties lost their youth in the war, yet the 2000s have offered neither freedom, successful jobs, 
nor the progress; as if the life has been placed “on hold”. The characters are ordinary people who 
wish for a better life and security. The story of a family falling apart is universal and it can be 
comprehended by any culture.”  −Ines Tanović 

our everyday life naša svakodnevna priča
ines tanović
bosnia and herzegovina, croatia, slovenia, 2015, dcp, 89’
bosnian; turkish and english subtitles

November 27 - Friday 16:45

Best Film Award, CICAE Art Cinema Award Vilnius Best Director, Fipresci Award goEast Special 
Mention IndieLisboa Best Film, Critics’ Award Curitiba
A visually impressive docu-fiction hybrid from Slovak multihypenate Ivan Ostrochovsky, Koza 
offers a raw look at a retired Romany boxer who goes back into the ring in hope of keeping his 
family together. With its amateur cast of professional sportsmen, among them Peter Baláž, who 
competed at the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta and Olympic medallist Ján Franek, the film has been 
selected as Slovakia’s submission for the Foreign Language Film category at the upcoming 
Academy Awards. 

koza
ivan ostrochovský
slovakia, czech republic, 2015, dcp, 75’
slovak, czech; turkish and english subtitles

November 30 - Monday 16:45

A feature film anthology composed of five stories of Edgar Allan Poe, each crafted in a graphic 
design style uniquely suited to the individual segments and inspired by visual artists and 
illustrators, whose style best expresses the psychological depth and complexity of Poe’s dark 
universe. Narrated by Sir Christopher Lee, Bela Lugosi, Julian Sands and Roger Corman, the film 
promises to appeal as much to cinephiles as to fans of Edgar Allan Poe.

extraordinary tales
raul garcia
luxembourg, usa, spain, belgium, 2014, dcp, 70’
english; turkish subtitles

December 1 - Tuesday 21:15



Critics’ Week Grand Prize, Fipresci Prize Cannes
Paulina gives up a brilliant lawyer’s carrier, in order to dedicate herself to teaching in a depressed 
region in Argentina. In a rough environment, she sticks to her teaching mission and to her 
political engagement. Upon her arrival, she is violently aggressed by a gang of young people, 
some of them being her own students. Despite the trauma and the inability to understand, Paulina 
will strive to stand for her convictions. Paulina is a social thriller that explores the characters 
connected to an act of violence - the victims and the perpetrators - and examines how that violence 
triggers different ideas of justice. One of the challenges Paulina presents us with is how to respect 
decisions with which we don’t agree.

paulina la patota
santiago mitre
argentina, brazil, france, 2015, dcp, 103’
spanish; turkish subtitles

November 29 - Sunday 12:15

Best Feature Film, Best Screenplay, Best Cinematography, Best Actor Jerusalem Special Jury 
Prize, Special Mention for Cinematography, IFFS Don Quijote Prize Locarno Best Cinematography 
Valladolid
Haim-Aaron is a bright, Ultra-Orthodox religious scholar living in Jerusalem. One evening, 
following a self-imposed fast, Haim-Aaron collapses and loses consciousness. The paramedics 
announce his death, but his father takes over resuscitation efforts and beyond all expectations, 
Haim-Aaron comes back to life. After the accident, Haim-Aaron remains apathetic to his studies. 
He feels overwhelmed by a sudden awakening of his body and suspects this is God testing him. 
“Avishai Sivan lays down a marker as the potential Carl Dreyer or Lars Von Trier of Israeli cinema 
with Tikkun, an impressive but relentlessly austere depiction of a crisis of faith.”  –Allan Hunter

tikkun
avishai sivan
israel, 2015, dcp, 120’
hebrew; turkish and english subtitles

November 28 - Saturday 21:15

Lighthouse Award Pancevo 
This latest piece from Palme d’Or winning Thai director, Apichatpong Weerasethakul, brings to 
the screen the story of Jenjira, a lonesome housewife. Jenjira does her best to nurse back to health 
a group of soldiers afflicted by a mysterious sleeping sickness. During her time at the clinic, she 
grows closer to Keng, the medium who uses his psychic powers to bring the unwaking soldiers 
into contact with their family. The film weaves together reality, elements of the fantastic, dreams, 
ghosts and the subconscious.

cemetery of splendour rak ti khon kaen
apichatpong weerasethakul
thailand, uk, france, germany, malaysia, 2015, dcp, 122’
thai; turkish and english subtitles

November 27 - Friday 14:15
November 28 - Saturday 18:45



With a remarkable performance by Emil Jannings, the film portrays the psychological roller 
coaster endured by an acrobat caught in a love triangle. The shifting dynamics between characters 
heighten the tension of the trapeze scenes and their impact. This newly restored print of the film 
comes to audiences courtesy of the Friedrich Wilhelm Murnau Foundation.

variety varieté  
ewald andré dupont
germany, 1925, bluray, 94’50”
german intertitle, english and turkish subtitles

December 2 - Wednesday 21:15

silent movie with live music performance
musicians Frank Bockius, Stephen Horne

SPECIAL SCREENING

Special Jury Award, Fipresci Award Guadalajara Mension Guanajuato Main Award Budapest
A woman whose husband and children ‘went missing’ during the military dictatorship in 
Argentina has battled tirelessly against historical amnesia for 35 years as a member of the Plaza 
de Mayo mothers. Now that she has developed Alzheimer’s disease and gradually begun to lose 
her memory, time is ‘suspended’. And forgetting means liberation from the pain she has suffered 
all these years. Thankfully, with this documentary, the woman’s granddaughter not only keeps the 
pain alive, but also prevents the already damaged collective memory from being extinguished 
altogether. 

time suspended el tiempo suspendido
natalia bruschtein
mexico, 2015, dcp, 64’
spanish; turkish subtitles

November 27 - Friday 12:15 

COLLECTIVE MEMORY



Special Jury Award Venice Best Film, Audience Award, Best Art Direction. Best Editing, Most 
Promising Young Actor Adana Best Director, Turkish Film Critics’ Association Award Malatya
“Frenzy takes place in a city which is driven into political chaos. The state hopelessly fights 
against the terrorists based in shanty towns. When techniques of isolation and segregation of 
these neighborhoods does not work out, the state invents new methods. Frenzy is the story of two 
brothers who try to survive in such a neighborhood. It tells how the political system turns “little 
men” into parts of its violent mechanism by providing them with authority and the instruments of 
violence, which in the end turn against themselves and lead to their destruction.” −Emin Alper

Fipresci Award, Netpac Award Warsaw Best Script, Best Cinematography, Best Actress, Turkish 
Film Critics’ Association Best Film Award, Turkish Directors’ Association Best Director Adana
Nesrin is an urban, middle-class woman recovering from a divorce. She has quit her office job, 
abandoned her house in Istanbul, and come to the village house of her deceased grandmother 
to finish a novel and live out her childhood dream of being a writer. When her conservative and 
increasingly unhinged mother turns up uninvited and refuses to leave, Nesrin’s writing stalls and 
her fantasies of village life turn bitter as the two are forced to confront the darker corners of each 
other’s inner worlds. 

frenzy abluka
emin alper
turkey, france, qatar, 2015, dcp, 119’
turkish; english subtitles

motherland ana yurdu
senem tüzen
turkey, greece 2015, dcp, 96’
turkish; english subtitles

November 30 - Monday 18:45
December 2 - Wednesday 14:15

November 27 - Friday 18:45

TURKEY 2015

ivy



Nausea tells the story of well-to-do academic/intellectual, Ahmet. As an individual who acts as 
if he has ‘has never felt’, and ‘prefers not to remember’ the pain of personal tragedy, he inhabits 
a society that acts as if it ‘has never felt’ and doesn’t wish to remember the pain of collective 
tragedy… The scenes where Ahmet is ‘locked’ in a room at his (second) lover’s house are one of 
the highpoints of the film that sums up its whole ethos. Demirkubuz is levelling bold, defiant and 
harsh criticism at the intellectual crowd who hide behind frosted glass, content just to ‘listen’ to 
the scenes playing out just beyond, to avoid all involvement in anything and to keep quiet even in 
the face of despotism. –Tunca Arslan

nausea bulantı
zeki demirkubuz
turkey, 2015, dcp, 116’
turkish; english subtitles

December 1 - Tuesday 18:45
December 2 - Wednesday 16:45

A film crew arrives in Istanbul to make a documentary about the city for a minor TV channel. 
They start work, filming the many, very varied districts and denizens of Istanbul. One day in the 
cutting room, the director notices some shapes and figures in his footage which he had not seen 
on the actual day of filming: - it seems that his camera has picked up the presence of ghosts. This 
idea fascinates the director, and soon begins to obsess him. He films in the older neighbourhoods 
and at night in the hope of finding more ghosts. As the director passes through this journey from 
daylight to darkness, from the living city to the city of the past, many aspects of Istanbul life are 
touched upon.

yearning hasret
ben hopkins
turkey, germany, 2015, dcp, 82’
turkish, german, english; turkish and english subtitles

November 28 - Saturday 12:15
November 30 - Monday 14:15

Best Film East End Best Director, Best Actor Adana Best Actor Malatya
Ivy is aimed to sail to her loading port Egypt to carry goods to Angola. As she is sailing down 
south, the ship owner goes bankrupt. When the ship arrives in Egypt, it becomes clear that the 
ship owner has not paid for the port fee and that the ship has been foreclosed. Port authority 
officials pull the ship to the anchorage zone. A team of six people will need to stay on board in case 
the ship has to be moved. Small conflicts grow into big fights as the food and beverage supplies 
run out and the ship turns into a battlefield where men hunt men.

ivy sarmaşık 
tolga karaçelik
turkey, 2015, dcp, 104’
turkish; english subtitles

November 26 - Thursday 18:45
December 1 - Tuesday 14:15



PRECARIOUS LIVES

the measure of a man

With one of the greatest thinkers of our age, Noam Chomsky, to shepherd us, Requiem for the 
American Dream examines the reasons behind the ever-widening income gap. Chomsky lays 
bare this harsh reality with such a clear and simple narrative that one can’t help but marvel at how 
things came to this. Fleshed out with the pages of history, the documentary powerfully exposes 
how economic interest groups influence the government and the legislative process in the USA. It 
is a peerless guide to understanding how the American Dream hyped by Hollywood to the rest of 
the world for so long turned into a nightmare. 

Best Actor, Prize of the Ecumenical Jury - Special Mention Cannes Audience Award Brussels
After losing his job, Thierry begins a formidable struggle to keep his family afloat. He finally 
lands a job as a security guard at a large supermarket. But here, too, he is faced with a tough 
moral choice: should he or shouldn’t he collude with the in-timidation and precarization policies 
enforced in the name of justice? Lindon, who picked up best actor award at the 2015 Cannes Film 
Festival, is joined by a cast of amateur actors in the film, which draws a human drama out of the 
monotonous scenes of day-to-day life. With an original French title that translates literally as ‘The 
Law of the Market’, The Measure of a Man is a soul-searching exploration of issues by-passed by 
a good number of films.

the measure of a man la loi du marché
stéphane brizé
france, 2015, dcp, 93’
french; turkish subtitles

November 27 - Friday 21:15
December 1 - Tuesday 16:45

November 30 - Monday 21:15

requiem for the american dream 
peter hutchison, kelly nyks, jared p. scott
usa, 2015, bluray, 75’
english; turkish subtitles



The fable of the emperor who dresses in costumes of invisible cloth is a perfect metaphor for today’s 
politics. But on this occasion, the job of revealing the king’s nakedness falls to acclaimed director 
Michael Winterbottom and, in front of the camera, comedian-cum-activist Russell Brand. And 
the tale takes us on a tour of the financial crisis and economic inequality in the United Kingdom. 
While some 20 years ago the CEO of one large company earned 10 times the average salary of an 
employee, today that multiple has risen to 200 times. According to figures from Oxfam, the richest 
80 people in the world own as much as the poorest 3.5 billion. 

Most Promising Young Actress Adana Best Actress, NETPAC Award Malatya Artistic Expression 
Prize Medfilm Youth Jury Prize Katowice
Serap, a garment factory worker, has one big hope that keeps her going: to move into a new house 
with her long-distance truck driver dad. The fact is that living with her older sister and brother-in-
law has become ever more unbearable, added to which she is forced to give them all her earnings. 
Precarious living conditions gradually lead Serap into greater isolation and bitterness. In her 
skilful portrayal of the most elemental human emotions - belonging, disappointment and anger 
among them - director Emine Emel Balcı tells us the tragedy of individuals rendered worthless.

the emperor’s new clothes
michael winterbottom
uk, 2015, dcp, 101’
english; turkish subtitles

until i lose my breath nefesim kesilene kadar
emine emel balcı
turkey, germany, 2015, dcp, 94’
turkish; english subtitles

November 26 - Thursday 21:15

November 28 - Saturday 16:45
December 1 - Tuesday 12:15

until i lose my breath



big ben: ben webster in europe



Exhibition
Comic-Strip: Cine-Jazz

Illustrated by Naiel Ibarrola
Written by Ehsan Khoshbakht

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi
Aliye Berger Hall

Presentations  
by the curators

Jonathan Rosenbaum
Ehsan Khoshbakht

Jazz Goes to the Movies focuses on the cultural and aesthetic 
relationship between the image and this genre of music 
during different periods. Be prepared for an adventurous 
journey that will take you from the black musicians who had a 
hard time keeping themselves behind the movie screen to the 
white musicians who blackened their faces.

November 29 - Sunday     14:15 

black tan and fantasy
dudley murphy
usa, 1929, dcp, 19’

cab calloway’s hi-de-ho
fred waller
usa, 1934, dcp, 10’

jammin’ the blues
gjon mili
usa, 1944, bluray, 10’

pete kelly’s blues
jack webb
usa, 1955, bluray, 95’

begone dull care
evelyn lambart & norman mclaren
canada, 1949, bluray, 8’

big ben: ben webster in europe
johan van der keuken
the netherlands, 1967, bluray, 32’

when it rains 
charles burnett
usa, 1995, bluray, 12’

too late blues
john cassavetes
usa, 1961, bluray, 101’

JAZZ GOES TO MOVIES



Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi Video Art Room
November 27 - Friday     18:00

gül
2007, video, 6’42”

the interview röportaj
2008, video, 7’06”

memory museum anı müzesi
2010, video, 10’30”

infamous library karanlık kütüphane
2014, video, 7’57”

reverse corner ters köşe
2013, video, 13’44” 

ART OF 
DISAGREEMENT: 
IŞIL 
EĞRİKAVUK

reverse corner

Artist Performances
November 28 - Saturday  17:30 - 19:30
December 5 - Saturday     17:30 - 19:30

Screening and Artist Talk

Artist talk will be in Turkish.

Salt ULUS
atatürk bulvarı no: 12 ulus  
t: 0312 324 3024



SHORT 
IS GOOD

November 28 - Saturday  10:15
November 30 - Monday 12:15

bath house simhall
niki lindroth von bahr
sweden, 2014, hd, 15’, animation

listen
hamy ramezan, rungano nyoni
denmark, finland, 2014, hd, 13’, fiction

rhizome
boris labbé
france, 2015, hd, 11’25”, animation

a trial. the transcript. ein prozess. das protokoll.
fiona rukschcio
austria, 2015, hd, 10’, documentary

the jungle orman
onur saylak, doğu akal
turkey, 2015, hd, 13’, fiction

architecture architektura
ulu braun
germany, 2015, hd, 15’, experimental

oh lucy!
atsuko hirayanagi
japan, singapore, usa, 2014, hd, 21’, fiction

All films are with English subtitles.

I

bath house



SHORT IS 
GOOD

November 29 - Sunday  10:15
December 2 - Wednesday 12:15

down to earth
anna vasof
austria, 2014, hd, 7’, experimental

smile, and the world will smile back 
al-haddad family, ehab tarabieh, yoav gross
israel, palestine, 2014, hd, 20’, documentary

revulshk!
julia boutteville
france, 2014, hd, 12’, fiction

dinner for few
nassos vakalis
greece, usa, 2014, hd, 10’, animation

mother virgin no more gri bölge 
derya durmaz
turkey, 2015, hd, 7’, fiction

symbolic threats
mischa leinkauf, lutz henke, matthias wermke
germany, 2015, hd, 15’, documentary

tehran-geles
arash nassiri
france, 2014, hd, 18’, fiction

tuesday salı
ziya demirel
turkey, france, 2015, hd, 12’, fiction

duty deber
ángel manzano
spain, 2015, hd, 14’55”, fiction

II

tuesday

All films are with English subtitles.



CHILDREN 
FILMS

November 27 - Friday  10:15
November 30 - Monday  10:15
December 1 - Tuesday  10:15

pupil’s concert elevkonsert
jan otto ertesvåg
2009, hd, 10’

fishing with sam isfiske
atle s. blakseth
2009, hd, 6’

jump hoppe
yngvild sve flikke
2009, hd, 1’29”

pl.ink!
anne kristin berge
2010, hd, 3’22”

warp 
kristian kim larsen, simon furdal
2012, hd, 5’32”

the cowboy - in color
trygve nielsen
2013, hd, 6’42”

the marathon diary maratondagboken
hanne berkaak
2015, hd, 8’

NORWAY

no dialogue



november 26
thursday

november 27
friday

november 28
saturday

november 29
sunday

november 30
monday

december 1
tuesday

december 2
wednesday

10:15 children 
films

short is 
good I

short is 
good II

children 
films

children 
films

12:15 time 
suspended yearning paulina short is 

good I
until i lose 
my breath

short is 
good II

14:15 cemetery of 
splendour

the second 
mother yearning ivy frenzy

16:45
our 

everyday 
life

until i lose 
my breath

jazz goes to 
movies koza

requiem for 
the american 

dream
nausea

18:45 ivy motherland cemetery of 
splendour frenzy nausea

21:15
the 

emperor’s 
new clothes

requiem for 
the american 

dream
tikkun youth the measure 

of a man
extraordinary 

tales variety

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi kennedy cad. no: 4, kavaklıdere t: 0312 468 21 05

world cinema

turkey 2015

special screening

collective memory

short is good

children films

precarious lives

jazz goes to movies

Ticket Prices: Student : 8TL     Adult : 10TL
Tickets are available at Biletix website and Dost Bookstores.

The price for the film Time Suspended is 5TL 
Jazz Goes to Movies, Işıl Eğrikavuk, Short is Good and Children Films sections are free of charge.

There is a processing fee for the tickets bought from the Biletix website. There is no processing fee for the tickets bought from the Dost 
Bookstores and from Contemporary Arts Center (November 26th – December 2nd, 10 am to 9 pm daily).  You need to collect the hard 

copy of your online ticket at the Dost Bookstores and the Biletix booth at the Contemporary Arts Center as you will need the hard copy 
to access the screenings. Tickets bought online do not have allocated seating. Tickets with allocated seating are only sold at the Dost 

Bookstores and the Contemporary Arts Center. To have the hard copies of online tickets printed, an ID is necessary.
No admission possible after the beginning of the screenings.

Films in the festival require 18+. There is no age limit for the children films.

Bu festival 5224 sayılı yasa gereğince, Sanatsal Etkinlikler Komisyonu’ndan alınan izinle düzenlenmiştir.

Çağdaş Sanatlar Merkezi video art room

november 27 friday

18:00 art of disagreement: ışıl eğrikavuk


